Link: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216974379739788
This is how deeply delusional certain smartarses operate. In the comments section of
the Love For Life video posted in YouTube here: "Defining Magnificence Into
Mediocrity And Calling It Magnificence Part 1": https://youtu.be/FMvHbHypRc8 - an
absolute idiot,
"Black Sun Obelisk" posted this comment yesterday:
"Arthur … I understand your perspective however you are missing a HUGE piece of
the puzzle... to know the happenings inside of masonic lodges is to know the hidden
knowledge.... with this knowledge you can understand what is truly happening... God is
real and good and evil are one! If you do not know this; then there is no protection for
you.... God's books are very real … they are magic...?"
-----------------------------ArthurLoveForLife
23 hours ago
The "hidden knowledge" within the "hidden knowledge" is still definitions defining the
fantasies of perceived realities.
The projection and illumination of 3rd party defined alphabets (including hieroglyphics,
pictography, phonetics, etymology, scripted image-labels derived from whatever
defined "tongues" were crafted out of the occults - mathematics and geometry/sacred
geometry being a few of many examples) will have deceived broken-will victims
imagine there is something more "out there", as in an "out there" or "in there" truth or
God, or "secret hidden knowledge", etc, and this doubt and uncertainty leaves them
continually open to being manipulated by other men and women still lost to the occults
so that the deceived follow a deceived hue-MAN, who is following a deceived hueMAN, who is following a deceived hue-MAN, who is following a deceived hue-MAN,
who is following a deceived hue-MAN............ and there they all are traversing through
deceived hue-MAN initiations into the secrets of ALL deceived hue-MAN'S recorded
ages, the matrix of NOTHING REAL, all-the-while they are trapped in "The System"
where this scam is being (CAN ONLY BE) played out.
The inculcation is running rife through every fallen-MAN sucked into this ONE HUGE
LIE.
Lost to the magic of fantasy and full of e-motion ("self-obsession") brought on by the
anthropomorphism of definitions that are projected and illuminated, the original vessel

of undefined life (the body) is taken over by a fake persona at the helm of a defined,
MAGICAL fairytale sailing on the high seas (SEES) of a fantorgasmic journey upon an
imaginary, storytelling Wonderland performing as Alice Through The Looking Glass in
the Mad Hatter's Tea Party or Dorothy in "The Wizard Of Oz" traversing down the
Yellow Brick Road, heading towards the Land Of Oz ("The System") with Lion-MAN,
Tin-Man, Straw-MAN and the dog Toto
This............... "to know the happenings inside of masonic lodges is to know the hidden
knowledge.... with this knowledge you can understand what is truly happening... God is
real and good and evil are one! If you do not know this; then there is no protection for
you.... God's books are very real … they are magic..."................... is a fairytale full of
fictitious characters too, all derived from magic, actually black-magic.
It is only a very confused, deceived-fallen-MAN acting as Alice, Looking Glass, Mad
Hatters Tea Party, Dorothy, Tin-MAN, Lion-MAN, Straw-MAN, Toto, Yellow Brick Road,
Wizard Of Oz, etc, getting involved in this fairytale.
And it is only a very confused, deceived-fallen-MAN acting as "God", "Happenings
Inside Of Masonic Lodges", "Hidden Knowledge", "Understand What Is Truly
Happening, "God Is Real", "If You Do Not Know This; Then There Is No Protection For
You", "God's Books Are Very Real" "They Are Magic" and DUALITY, "Good And Evil
Are One".
Bring forward any of them in 1st party.
Let's hear it directly from the wagging tongue of "God", "Hidden Knowledge", "Good
And Evil Are One", etc, and not from a confused-MAN acting in 3rd party, whose
tongue is wagging and whose fingers are wriggling on keyboards, etc, performing on
behalf of fictions who can never come forward with wagging tongues and wriggling
fingers in 1st party to talk directly with the living.
This includes every other confused, deceived-fallen-MAN re-presenting "God",
"Secret/Hidden Mysteries", etc, across the whole of the Freemasonic recorded ages.
Come on brethren, bring forward this "God" you claim exists. Please don't tell us that
only you, a confused, deceived-fallen-MAN can come forward past, present or future,
to re-present "God", to talk on behalf of "God, etc, with only your tongue wagging and
your fingers wriggling.
Where is this "God", this "Supreme Divine Power"???
If any liar attempts to bring forward such a scam we will immediately instruct this
claimed "1st party God" to use its "supreme power" and move that whole mountain
range from there to over there without doing harm to anyone or anything, and if they

can't do this immediately before our real eyes, we will tell these liars to immediately get
out of our real-lives and never come back.
Whatever choices are made through 3rd party storytelling, we are not interested in
anyone coming forward with wagging tongues and wriggling fingers e-motionally
anthropomorphising definitions (DUALITY, "Good And Evil Are One") and claiming
these definitions are true, are part of reality, are a natural extension/expression of who
we really are.
Placebo Effects that come with Stockholm Syndromes are still not proof of fact that a
defined "God" is real, that "Masonic Lodges" are real, that "Hidden Knowledge" is real
and true, etc.
Across all the recorded ages of whatever was recorded and claimed to be real and
true, all that can be brought forward is a chained procession of deeply confused men
and women lost to imagining make-believe "time-codes", playing games of fantasy with
non-sensory images by directing the current of their life-energy into them, AND THAT'S
IT - NO ONE ELSE OF TRUTH, REALITY, IS THERE.
You have the free will to dive into these ancient books of bullshit (know-the-ledge) but,
regardless how deep you go and for how long you journey, all the living, those not lost
to fantasy will ever see before them in 1st party are the deceived of fallen-confusedMAN going deeper and deeper and deeper and deeper into bullshit because there is
nothing else there that is real to be sensed amongst the many storytellings of these
occultic inspired magical mystery tours.
For more on all this do check out the Facebook wall here
http://facebook.com/arthurcristian
Recent Post Examples (including the comments sections):
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216946174714680
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216945771944611
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216942395980214
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216919976019729
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216917303512918
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216910274857206
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216852894382730

https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216852147644062
And this huge thread: Image-Labels:
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10216234285237888
-----------------------------Black Sun Obelisk
11 hours ago
I like your style Arthur … I appreciate a deeper thinker! First, I will say this: "I am a
slave to the Master through his Christ Jesus" … I know you do not see the relevance of
that statement …. 10 years ago, I had views of what would resemble an atheist...
Then, one day, a light came upon me and everything changed….Yet, I knew from the
time of being a small child that this event would happen …
You want proof in front of your eyes? No Problem!
Here are your options (one takes and effort and one is instant)
I recommend: (With a heart that seeks to learn the truth) Read the Old Testament of
the bible front to back (write what you learn) and once you complete it... listen to a man
in a nice suit or robe speak about it.... then you will see how great the deception is and
realize the truth!!!
Option 2 I offer a couple books that may help you to see??? (30 page picture book):
https://www.scribd.com/document/384504189/1871-72-Wine-of-Reality-With-Scriptures
Or option 3 (Instantly you will know!).... First, I will warn you , others have accepted this
challenge … I watched one video of a challenger... I know he did it.... he argued hard
with me before attempting and after the video posted … I never heard from him again!
Beware!!!
In masonic lodges during the 5/68 ritual a level 3 mason with recite the 25 banishings
… This is 1 of the 25 banishings
The banishing is in the bible( Matthew 6 )
Recite the Lord's prayer out-loud in REVERSE order TWO TIMES... say the words
forward but in reverse order..... By doing this you will denounce the protection of Jesus
and evil will appear.... (This is wrote about by Crowley in "Magick in Theory and
Practice)

LORD'S PRAYER://////////////////////////////////////
Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name.
10 Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.
11 Give us this day our daily bread.
12 And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.
13 And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil: For thine is the kingdom,
and the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.
//////////////////////////////////////// 2 x in reverse/////////////////////////////
Instantly////////
I learned about the happenings inside of masonic lodges mainly from Aleister
Crowley's "Magick in Theory and Practice" and
"Equinox 1" … Crowley's intelligence is not human!!! The acts in lodges are sick and
twisted!!!! As is the Bible... sick and twisted!!!
I saw your profile picture and it drew me to you.... I cannot protect you but I can show
you the way to protect yourself
I assure you friend, I offer the best advice.... Farewell?
-----------------------------ArthurLoveForLife
9 hours ago
This MAN has no need for anything from you or from anyone else, including protection.
Truth does not covet another MAN nor does truth need another MAN for truth to be
whole in any MAN including this MAN.
Only a lie and a liar can deceive a MAN to seek beyond the MAN by placing needs
upon another MAN to make a MAN whole.
That which is sought from another MAN to make a MAN whole already is the very clear
evidence that Jesus and his father (God) are not whole, are huge lies, and everything
coming from their creation are not whole either.

The blind are leading the blind, who are leading the blind, who are leading the
blind..........
What kind of lying God is it when its creation is already in need of that which already is
without??
No MAN can ever provide wholeness for another MAN. Truth does not do this, does
not behave in this way.
Anyone who believes they must pray to whoever, already has a deeply broken will and
doubt and uncertainty are already running amok through them.
The rituals you offer can ONLY summon a DEAD GOD. and your assurity is a
complete load of bullshit. You are already the one in danger before this MAN and the
performance of your ritual clearly reveals that you are not whole and offer nothing
whole. Be gone you liar.?
-----------------------------Black Sun Obelisk
8 hours ago
Pride, Arrogance and Ignorance... no good will ever come from any of them!
To die an atheist or a Christian is a terrible fate... the pain will be great!... to lose one's
soul means no "physical" pain in the after-life... you have nothing to lose.... recite the
prayer in reverse order two times... you will be much better off!
I am not wrong friend!?
-----------------------------ArthurLoveForLife
29 minutes ago
Attempting to steal another MAN'S character so that you can impersonate the MAN by
creating claims, stories and beliefs and having them be attached to the "NAME" of the
MAN, making out that the claims and accusations you have made up out of thin air are
actually the MAN'S intentions, views, values, etc, and are coming directly from the life
and vessel of the MAN you are impersonating, already is slander, is committing fraud
and is a blatant lie.

Bring forward the 1st party to back your claims. Let's here these claims of yours
directly from the tongue of the living MAN, the 1st party, and not from an impostor
impersonating the MAN in 3rd party, you, the liar.
Can you arrange this ASAP?
Who gave you permission to do this?
The incontrovertible fact of what this MAN has already shared here clearly
demonstrates that you will never be able to back up your claims and this also clearly
shows that there is a malevolent intent coming from you to do harm to another MAN,
an innocent MAN you have never lived with, have never had any long term intimate
and private dealings with, have never closely worked long term with this MAN, and yet
you act here as if you are aggrieved, that you have a "right" to enter through the front
door of this MAN'S private life casting vituperations, aspersions, abuse, ridicule and
accusations at this MAN.
Why are you breaking the peace?
Why are you showing signs of being psychotically disturbed with this MAN?
Has this MAN harmed you?
Has this MAN stolen from you?
Has this MAN lied to you?
Has this MAN misled you and broke an agreement with you?
Did you provide some type of service to this MAN such as mowing the lawns,
shovelling in the garden, painting the walls, etc, which has not been reciprocated since
and is the cause of your current disturbance, consternation and aggravation so that
you are engulfed in e-motion causing you to seek revenge, justice to make matters
whole with this MAN.
Just where is all the energy (fuel) coming from that drives you to commit slander, fraud
and peddle lots of lies here?
What business do you have with this MAN?
Are you psychic, as in do you have an all-seeing eye (all see in "g" "i")?
Are you practicing black-magic as in....... are you practicing remote viewing, remote
control and remote projections of your intentions/dreams?

Are you in the room with this MAN and this MAN'S family?
Just what do you know that has you make up so many claims about complete
strangers and be committed to directing those claims at this MAN and this MAN'S
extended family, calling them "friend/friends" all-the-while you are performing these
occultic/satanic inspired rituals? (Black Sun Obelisk).
Again, just who and what gave you permission to enter into the private domain of this
family MAN'S life and go about breaking the peace with the intent to seek a joust with
this MAN and this MAN'S family, using smears, calumny, vituperation, animadversion,
obloquy and invective expressions to provoke this MAN and this MAN'S family into a
contest with a complete stranger who currently acts like an alien from a distant
dreamworld of fantasy???
If you claim there is something else outside of you that has given you the "rights" and
the power to behave the way you are currently behaving with this MAN, then please do
bring forward this other 1st party, higher power or not, so we can hear all these claims
of authority directly from the tongue of this claimed power and not from a lying fuckwit
like you.
The constant doubt and uncertainty is being played out ONLY between your ears (so
to speak) while you are present to the presence of an undefined MAN of peace before
you.
You seek to change the spots on a leopard so that another MAN can fit inside your
preconceived box of what and how a MAN should be before you. Only those lost to
Satanic practices would attempt to do this.
All lies are curses and all curses are already being processed by the liars and all
beneficiaries who receive the proceeds, benefits and exclusivities derived from the
liar's dirty deeds here and now, in present sense, forevermore. There is no escape
from the processing of this curse, no relief, no respite, no back door to escape
through, no shield or ritual existing, past, present and future to protect you from the
processing of this curse of your making or to minimise the amplification of its effect
upon you and your extended family and other beneficiaries. All resistance, including
ignorance, arrogance, indifference and righteousness, etc, ONLY FEEDS THE CURSE
AND AMPLIFIES IT TEN FOLD in each and every moment that such intentions are set
into motion. This will not stop until you make matters whole with those you sought to do
harm to.
Be gone you patronising piece of shit, you overbearing low life deign scum.
------------------------------

Black Sun Obelisk
30th August 2018 - 7 hours ago
I will let you in on a little secret … You are a slave.... Sold ourselves in to slavery
initially due to the Assyrians starving us... now they feed us poison food... The
Assyrians are our enemies however we came into their land (Nineveh) .....The
Trespasser ….9-11 was a wake up call.... Knowledge has expanded a great deal
since 9-11-2001... those that seek will find and those that don't will regret! The
apocrypha Old Testament tells on how they trick us into contracts and we are to be
enslaved for this life-time for hard work and in the after-life for severe torture
The Assyrians (aka Sons of God) are bird people and they go by many names in the
bible …(1 Genesis … God's people are the reptile/insect and our people are the
mammals)
the Jewish faith is a lie but Jewish blood is real … you are born a Jew or you are not a
Jew! The Assyrians are the Jews … there is a hidden (apocrypha) book of Psalms that
is not included in the standard bible …. along with the apocrypha book of Judith The
(Philistines are the Jews and they are the Assyrians) Shape-shifters … mentioned in
Judith in the apocrypha and in the standard bible Song of Solomon
In 1611 the King James "Standard Version" Bible was given out to the children of
Israel..... God's books were taken away for a thousand year period... Judas of
Maccabees burn their books and killed whoever didn't surrender their books (1
Maccabees) …. Judas then started a religion that disobeys God's Laws called Judaism
…. The name Judaism alone is a violation of the first commandment as is the name
Christianity
In 1611 the books that were not allowed to be seen became the apocrypha (In Latin
apocrypha means hidden) These books are now available! Understand will come to
ALL that seek!!! All modern bibles are based off the 1611 assembly
I can cite all I tell you with God's books … you need written or physical evidence???
just ask me!!!! The Bible is my "Special Friend"
Praise and Glory to the Master... the King of Kings.... all bow and tremble in his
presence!?
-----------------------------Black Sun Obelisk

30th August 2018 - 8 hours ago
First I will tell you this: I am your warner... not to persuade you but to warn you... your
heart will determine your outcome...You are the ambassador to your family … You
better get it right or you will regret!... Black Magic... Jesus died on the arrow of
Sagittarius (Cross) what religions neglect to say is what happened next in the bible....
they physically ate his corpse... this is a black magic ritual … eat the flesh of the
sacrificed and save the fat for the master …. the 3rd book of the bible Leviticus
teaches this.... how to commit a human sacrifice... detailed instruction!!!!
What do I warn you of? Answer: God
////////////////////////////////////////////////
Hebrews 12:29 King James Version (KJV)
29 For our God is a consuming fire.
///////////////////////////////////////////
Anger is a combination of pain and pleasure ….. The Father is a raging, angry, fire
Black Sun Obelisk.... In every city of the world there is an enormous obelisk erected …
the obelisks are erected for people who were killed and a dedication plate always faces
the north … (the sun does not enter the Northern sky... rises in the east, travels
through the south and sets in the west)
Obelisks are used in black magic practices... around the large obelisks in the cities
there are openly known occult symbols... just like in ancient Peru... today's modern
cities have symbols that can only be seen from the sky … in some bibles the word
obelisk is used but in other versions of the same scripture , you can see the word
"obelisk" translates to "pillar"... both the bible and the Vedas use a bunch of the same
terms...pillars is one of them...… The Vedas explains the Sun pillars
God the Father is the Black Sun … the tyrant, the destroyer!!! Fortunately, for some, he
has a Christ (Jesus)… Jesus is the Father's servant
///////////////////////////////////
Lamentations 3:38 King James Version (KJV)
38 Out of the mouth of the most High proceedeth not evil and good?
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
In this part of Lamentations the people are only experiencing the terror of God.... its
about the Daughters of Judah... and know this: they are much better off than the
children of Israel
The children of Israel are the "Children of the Covenant" the covenant is the agreement
of the morning stars

Venus is a morning star … and Venus in the Latin Language is called Lucifer... the
second morning star is Sirius (Sirius is two stars Sirius A and Sirius B) Sirius B is the
"white" dwarf star.....
/////////////////////////////
Job 38:7 King James Version (KJV)
7 When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?
//////////////////////////////////
The Bible is a covenant … the Old Testament is COMPLETELY EVIL and the New
Testament is Mercy
///////////////////
Psalm 88:14 King James Version (KJV)
14 Lord, why castest thou off my soul? why hidest thou thy face from me?
////////////////////////////////
God hides his face due to this agreement.... if everyone knew evil existed, they would
all obey!
Venus is merely the face of Lucifer because Lucifer is not one but many ,,,, Lucifer is
the zodiac and I will show you this in scripture if you wish!
You have a hardened heart .. take the best advice and seek the truth.... Seek God!?
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
From here on (end) we just completely ignore you for that is what the living soul of
MAN will do when faced with offerings of fantasy (just turn your back and walk away
peacefully).
If you post any further fantorgasmic garbage again in the YouTube Channels we use,
we will block you too (though we will leave everything posted up).
-----------------------------Black Sun Obelisk
30th August 2018 - 6 hours ago
Taking your ball and going home? The philosophies of a blind man … I have not the
time nor patience for your jargon … I offer you physical proof; you can deny all you
want! … most will... I said farewell in my first comment however you felt the need to win

an argument … and you did! (In your head at least!) But YOU ARE WRONG! I offer
you a 30 page picture book … Look, Listen and Learn or don't? I did my job!:
https://www.scribd.com/document/384504189/1871-72-Wine-of-Reality-WithScriptures?
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
To repeat........
"From here on (end) we just completely ignore you for that is what the living soul of
MAN will do when faced with offerings of fantasy (just turn your back and walk away
peacefully).
If you post any further fantorgasmic garbage again in the YouTube Channels we use,
we will block you too (though we will leave everything posted up)."
--------You have consistently ignored the insights we shared with you and you've been unable
to find lies in anything we've posted and have such claims backed up with 1st party
evidence. Instead, you only offer the vitriol of a narrator promulgating 3rd party defined
belief systems and armed with malevolent intent. Whether you are conscious or not of
the demonic possession still in control of your vessel, you are actually seeking
"spelling" ways of seduction, reversed or not, that prey on the doubt, uncertainty and
confusion of any MAN who can still be manipulated into the continuation of sabotaging
the natural ability to create unique, original souls. You really are offering only murder
and genocide.
To us, this current, worse than Hannibal Lecter attitude, has you show up as a fanatic
packaged with a holier-than-thou attitude, clearly revealing a zealot and a bigot. Due to
your self-obsession, even after addressing all your inculcated comments by completely
deconstructing them into a simple, clear big-picture, in order to reveal the fallacies and
the confusions of your present anthropomorphic illuminations of definitions forming
fantasies of perceived realities (no soul there - no unique original dreams created), you
also continue to show no respect to another MAN who is completely different to you.
To you, your agenda is EVERYTHING and who we (Fiona & Arthur) really are is not on
your radar, instead, the blimps on your radar are only ones you are projecting and
illuminating there of your own invention. You do this because of the intent to steal
another MAN or two or three or more and transport them into your delusional dreams,
and by defacto and proxy, act as GOD over lighting your victims with a fake light that
leads them all astray from truth and from there, lead them to eternal death.

You are just lost in another MAN'S fairytale, a dream-world where vast murder and
genocide have evolved and where the total destruction of MAN/earth/nature is the
goal. Your good heart wants to "rescue" your brothers and sisters but you don't realise
that you are trying to use your influence to bring them to their eternal destruction and
you don't seem prepared to challenge your beliefs when presented with facts that show
it is misguided. We should all be prepared to challenge everything we are thinking and
feeling always, for how else do we arrive at the truth?
Having the truth of all the murder and genocide and having a good heart that wants to
help others see the truth, is still not enough because, when you are trapped in another
MAN'S dream, and you are looking at the truth of everything wrong with that dream,
along with the inspiration of the good heart to realise that dream, you cannot sense the
way out of that dream because you still don't sense (know) who you really are which
means that you are still trapped in another MAN'S dream and you have everyone else
trapped in it as well.
The blind leading the blind, leading the blind, leading the blind, leading the
blind.......................
MAN was always meant to be undefined, the unique, original living soul of MAN'S living
dream of life.
To be defined is to have no soul and is to be completely lost in a dream not of your
creation. We come to show anyone how to get out of this man-made hell (dream-world
of no soul) but you don't want to listen. If no one makes the effort to completely get out
of it in this life, the legacy of this dream of death and destruction will continue to be
passed down through the generations, just as it has been passed down to us through
generations where there have always been good hearted men and women dreaming
and fighting for freedom but never finding it, despite their good hearts.
The consequences of this will be that there will no longer be any voices of the living
truth singing the undefined song of the big picture of MAN'S unique and original
dreams of life and everything of reality will be wiped out.
Currently, this is ONLY what you offer.
The confusion you still have is that you continue to believe that this defined dream of
another MAN'S invention, "The System" (and EVERYTHING of it) is where reality is,
but, in fact, it has nothing to do with the reality of who you really are and what you are
really part of, or the reality of anyone else, because there is no soul there.
You are trying to fix the problems of this 3rd party defined dreamscape you still hold as
your dream of life, that sense of belonging brought on by the good heart, but it is all still

part of this alien dream-world of destruction and so you cling to the tools that belong in
this man-made hell to dig your way out of this matrix only to discover down-the-line that
you and everyone else following you, are still trapped in hell because you brought all
the tools of hell with you and into whatever other dreams you are inspired to co-create.
The God and Gods you refer to, the Bible and everything else of this fake world that
you belong to, including the alphabets, mathematics, geometry and all the definitions
spinning in your head, Lucifer, Zodiac, all the races and culture of ancient his-story, are
all part of this occultic dream hell that you are part of.
All you will do is prove to yourself that you are right and that you are in hell, and you
will justify this perpetually. You have not created an undefined, living dream of life
because you have no soul to be that, to express that, to live that. The undefined soul is
the living mountains, the valleys, the plains, etc,. It has nothing to do with this fake
world that you are mesmerised by and determined to mesmerise others with.
The living souls of our ancestors could hold a dream of creation and watch a bird fly
out of their hand and all that you see of living nature around you is the creation of our
ancestors but you are too trapped in this living hell that is "The System" to sense any of
this.
It's more than likely that you have not really listened to any of the insights we are
sharing of the big-picture of reality we hold. It is best to turn your back and completely
walk away from this dream not of your creation, dropping all the tools that belong to
that dream and leaving them all behind too, and return to Kindom/Paradise/Garden Of
Eden/Naked Undefined MAN.
-----------------------------Black Sun Obelisk
Arthur, again, I appreciate the deep thinker … Most of the things you mention and your
perspective of them I do agree with however you cannot see what it equates to and
that is because of the curse. (No lack of intelligence but a blinding curse)... It's called
the curse of Allah on page 2 of the Quran and 2 Corinthians 3:13 in the bible (the curse
Moses placed over mankind) (2 Corinthian 3:14 tells how the curse can be broken)
It's very important to know that God the father is not your friend.... Google: "Assyrian
Artwork" and you will see the beginning of man. I assembled a music video gathering
images that tell the story clearly:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLsF6ohRPIw&t=249s
Did God create man... Yes.... but the explanation of Job (Bible Book) tells you the
details!

If you want first party, I told you how to achieve first party... (2 ways) Read the Bible
front to back with a heart seeking the truth (Break the Curse) or read the Lord's prayer
in reverse order two times... (less than 2 minutes) you will get first party however there
is no turning back once you denounce your protection!!!! …. There is a world filled with
physical evidence of gods yet the oblivious herds walk past and pay no mind! A
knowledge was taken from us and it is documented in 1 Maccabees (of the hidden
apocrypha bible)
You speak of the system and you are aware of slavery but yet I am hearing you as a
third party... I learned about our slavery from the Old Testament apocrypha … the
certificates, the contracts, the taxes, who did it, how they did it, why they did it... its all
explained there!!!
All the answers are in God's books however most people are only taught the books by
their enemy!!!
Assyrians verses the Children of Israel … Adolf Hitler
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJh0SxHLVP4 (50second video... read what he
says)
Please watch the videos and then I could explain!?
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
You are deeply lost in re-presenting definitions that have formed the animation of the
fantasy dream world you have been energising with the current of your life energy
directed through the water of your every breath that's encoding these anthropomorphic
intentions bearing the forms of these man-made scripted dreams you hold "so dearly"
as being your reality, of your free will and of the free will of everyone else caught up in
this "recorded event", though they are all broken wills. You really don't sense who you
really are or who this undefined-MAN is before you.
As it is in your image, and as it is in the image of every other MAN who fell into these
defined lies, and with your acceptance and with the collective acceptance of all others
participating in this "Shakespearean-Tragedy", you are all at the effect of the his-story
of everyone's e-motions collectively raising up from the dead this fantasy dream-world
you claim exists and you are adamant that nothing else exists outside of it.
How can it when there is nothing else being held in this non-sensory dream of life of
your imagining that you are beholding, the placebo effect that brings on the Stockholm
Syndrome of this agenda you promulgate. As every hue-MAN has a good heart, you
are blinded by the e-motions where you have placed your good heart. You are no

different to a "kid" with a good heart running around in a Superman costume, having
practiced being Superman for aeons. The "kid" is still not "Superman" and this
undefined MAN is not part of the man-made fairytale that you continue to be besotted
by.
Many have fallen for the lie of the bible and of all the characters enacted in it.
However, the "kid" playing Superman for hours on end, still knows that Superman is
not who the "kid" really is because Mum is calling out that it is time for bed, reminding
the "kid" that the "kid" is NOT Superman.
When the "kid" grows up and acts out the fantasies of the bible, lawyer, homeowner,
etc, there is no mum there to remind the "kid" that these fantorgasmic characters are
NOT reality .The fine line between fantasy and reality is not being drawn and the
trauma of the occultists (fallen-deceived-duped-hueMAN'S) intentions encoded with the
blood-letting and blood-libel of the occultists ritual sacrifices of MAN, creatures, etc,
causes such deep "electrocution" through the water of MAN'S breath evoking the
trauma of the "electrocution" of every misled-MAN who is holding on to the power cable
of the alphabets of many unnatural tongues, unable to let go of the occultists
definitions that they have accepted, shaking as they earth the current of alphabet
induced trauma that runs between deceived-MAN and deceived-MAN, collectively
forming the fantasy-dreamscapes of their perceived reality, their union with the devil of
MAN'S anthropomorphic power.
You can thank your broken will for this happening and you can also thank the broken
wills of every other hue-MANS occurrences delivering these collective, staged,
performances of the staged event, "The System" of your e-motional, traumatic
electrocution in the grip of this ONE BIG LIE, the "Shakespearean Tragedy". In spite of
all the staged events created by stupid-MAN, only MAN is present, traumatically
electrocuted through the water of their breath. If only each stupid-MAN would drop the
power cable of "The System", MAN is still standing there, but now in Paradise where
MAN has always been, but with no mum or dad there to remind stupid-MAN that "The
System" and EVERYTHING of "The System" is only a fantasy, stupid-MAN continues
blindly destroying the very magnificence of life that gives the magnificent life they have
forsaken. They love mediocrity more than the natural, inheritance of magnificence
gifted freely to every MAN, the Good Heart. There is no magnificence in the bible and
there is no magnificence in almost everything you have broadcasted in this YouTube
thread just as there is NO MAGNIFICENCE in "The System" or in ANYTHING of "The
System".
The magnificence of MAN'S soul is undefined.
You don't yet seem to sense this fact.

The power of the occultic electrocution still mesmerises you and you will continue to
see the belief of your defined reality while you remain deeply traumatised and under
the thumb of the occultists.

